Despite information systems having better and more effective
security controls, there is no foolproof solution to defending an
organization’s networks. Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) and
malicious insiders can gain access to even the most secure
systems. To lead such threats astray and collect more information
about their tactics, techniques and intentions, more and more
organizations are turning to deception-based defenses, which “trap”
hackers with simulated vulnerabilities.
Deception-based defenses can significantly augment a company’s
security program. According to Dark Reading, these systems
provide a low false positive rate because it’s easy to use them to
spot known attackers. They can also serve as a powerful decoy and
serve as a training tool so that security teams can identify and
respond to current, tangible threats in real time. These digital traps
are the only means to reliably witness end-to-end attacks on your
network without actually jeopardizing your production or customer-facing systems.

Lead Attackers Astray and
Collect Valuable Evidence

BeeAlert leverages the latest computing technology to provide an
easy-to-use, quick-deployment option for deception-based security
systems. BeeAlert is an ideal solution for any organization looking
to identify a malicious actor looking to gain unauthorized access to
a network and steal information from it. BeeAlert also provides
additional protection against internal organizational users that
present an insider threat. BeeAlert provides the means to quickly
alert the right people of a potential breach in progress.

FEATURES
No dedicated hardware needed
Install BeeAlert on any server within your network. Designate a
few existing servers to provide resources by installing the
BeeAlert Controller on them. Use the server application to find
controllers and configure/deploy hosts. No complicated
architectures or virtual machines are required.

Rock Solid Security
BeeAlert completely isolates itself from all other processes
running on your systems and networks. BeeAlert’s controller is
completely invisible and does not communicate on your
network. It only manages its agents and reports information to
the BeeAlert server..

Simulate popular servers and applications
IEmulate the most common servers including databases
(MySQL, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, etc.), file sharing services
(SMB/Samba), FTP, SSH, Telnet, web servers, routers,
firewalls, ICS/SCADA systems and much more.

Robust Monitoring
BeeAlert’s platform provides great insight into current attacks
on your network so that you can detect, track, and respond to
sophisticated cyber security threats in real time.

Advanced SIEM Integration
BeeAlert allows your SIEM systems to provide live and real-time alerts on system logs and events
relating to your traps in just minutes - no complicated configuration is necessary.

BENEFITS
A fully functional, deception-based
security software suite
Doesn’t require specialized virtual
machines or abstraction software
Install the BeeAlert server application and
set up a complex digital trap in just
minutes
Attackers will never suspect that BeeAlert
services are fake
Immediately logs and stores all
information pertinent to a breach so that
you can respond to the attack end ensure
that your infrastructure is protected
Reports are informative and easy to
understand

LEAD ATTACKERS RIGHT WHERE
YOU WANT THEM
BeeAlert runs real systems and services that will look
extremely attractive to malicious actors. Attackers will have no
idea that they are already discovered and that your system
admins have been alerted. While your attacker is busy on your
“server,” BeeAlert starts the process of alerting your system
administrators.

BREADCRUMBS - THE PERFECT LURE
At RevBits, we understand how hackers operate; after all, we’re
hackers too. We designed BeeAlert to place critical authentication information (known as breadcrumbs) that attackers need
right in the places where they would look for them. Our breadcrumbs are the perfect way to bait an attacker into accessing our
traps.

BUILD BREADCRUMBS FROM
GENERATED USERNAMES/PASSWORDS
To build a breadcrumb, generate username/password pairs for
your “trap”services running on BeeAlert controllers. Enter the
information into the BeeAlert Breadcrumb Manager and you’ll be
presented with a string that can be copied and pasted into the
web.config or any other key configuration file associated with
your Internet-facing applications. The string is harmless, since it’s
commented or neutralized. Save your file and wait for visitors to
your trap.

WHY BREADCRUMBS WORK
Once hackers gain a foothold in your network, they like to move laterally. One of the best ways to do this is to look at the
configuration files for forward facing web applications - this provides more insight into other servers and services that might
be connected to the back end. When your attacker looks at these files, they’ll find connection information; what they don’t
know is that this information was planted there to lead them right to your trap.

KEY INFORMATION, RIGHT AWAY
We’ll send pertinent details to your system administrators and others that need to know right away, whether in an e-mail, a SMS
message, or another form of communication that’s useful for your organization. BeeAlert can immediately share an attacker’s location,
source of breach, breadcrumb used, and commands executed.

